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The Roots of the Filipino Nation 2005 digicat publishing presents to you this special
edition of the indolence of the filipino by josé rizal digicat publishing considers
every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as
well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature
The Indolence of the Filipino 2022-09-16 unlike some other reproductions of classic
texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality
books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps
sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent
accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain
imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy
In the Land of the Filipino 2012-08-01 francisco the filipino is a book by burtis mcgee
little centered around the story of a young filipino boy known as francisco this book
covers the map of the filipino society activities carried out within the region
including rice abaca coconut cultivation and processing it gives insight into the
lifestyle and culture of the filipino residents
Francisco the Filipino 2022-06-02 an impressive thoroughly researched book revealing
for the first time the sad experience of the native filipinos at the 1904 world s fair
and in the expositions before and after it
In the Land of the Filipino 1912 it provides comprehensive coverage of the recent
filipino american experience from the pivotal immigration and nationality act of 1965
under which most filipinos entered this country to their values and customs economic
and political status organizational affiliations and contemporary issues and problems
students and interested readers will be rewarded with a rich portrayal of individual
immigrants and their stories book jacket
A Time in the Life of the Filipino 1990 nowhere can we appreciate so easily the
intertwined nature of the triple forces of knowledge accumulation capital colonial and
racial than in the imperial museum where the objects of accumulation remain materially
visibly preserved sarita see maintains that it is this material collection of artifacts
associated with the racial colonial primitive that forms the foundation of american
knowledge production the filipino primitive takes karl marx s concept of primitive
accumulation usually conceived of as an economic process for the acquisition of land
and the extraction of labor and argues that we also must understand it as a project of
knowledge accumulation taking us through the philippine collections at the university
of michigan natural history museum and the frank murphy memorial museum also in
michigan see reveals these exhibits as both allegory and real case of the primitive
accumulation subtending imperial american knowledge just as the extraction of filipino
labor contributes to american capitalist colonialism with this understanding of the
filipino foundations of the development of an american accumulative drive toward power
and knowledge we can appreciate the value of filipino american cultural producers like
carlos bulosan stephanie syjuco and ma yi theater company who have created incisive
parodies of an accumulative epistemology even as they articulate powerful alternative
anti accumulative social ecologies
The Making of the Filipino Nation and Republic 1998 preface a summary of the book the
history that is about to be written will be written from the perspective of one who at
the time of writing is already 93 years of age and who participated in a big way in the
history of the times he lived in who had a maternal grandfather who was also involved
in the history of the previous 70 years who read one book every day from the age of 10
to the age of 80 who lived the lives and absorbed the thoughts of the authors of 25 500
books he read and who had a beloved teacher in history the famous jesuit father horacio
de la costa of ateneo who began his lectures with what i am about to tell you is the
chismis gossip of a nation aborning from the perspective of the author filipino people
from the time they were discovered by ferdinand magellan in 1521 mercifully fell asleep
two oceans away from mother spain were spared the violence of war the plagues and the
ferment of change that the whole continent of europe was blighted with and lived lives
so much better than the peasants of the advanced countries it was only in the late 19th
century after the opening of the suez canal that the filipinos woke up awakened by
three heroes jose rizal who inspired them to be a nation andres bonifacio who inspired
them to fight for their freedom and emilio aguinaldo who took on two great powers spain
which he defeated and the united states which defeated him and in the process forged a
nation for four glorious years from 1898 to 1902 gave it a flag an anthem and a
constitution and made it the first in all asia to break the shackles of western
colonialism and the first democracy in all of asia the last of the hispanic colonies
and the first asian country to be liberated as the children of the french revolution
from the perspective of the author the american occupation of the philippines
accomplished with much cruelty in the philippine american war and so shamefully with
the treaty of paris by which the united states paid spain 20 million for the



philippines which spain no longer owned was marked by the understanding that the united
states would prepare the filipinos for independence a pledge that was incorporated in a
remarkable document drafted by the us secretary of war elihu root giving the defeated
country the entire bill of rights gratis et amore something the anglo saxons earned for
647 years at the cost of so much blood and the hangman s knot the only counterpoint to
elihu root was the military governor general arthur macarthur who acted like he was
william the conqueror and dealt with filipinos as if he was king of the philippines
nevertheless the united states fulfilled its pledge and the american occupation was
dominated by one leader manuel l quezon president of the philippine commonwealth who
steered his country to total absolute and complete independence or so he thought
interrupted by the japanese attack and occupation during world war ii in a war as cruel
and devastating as the philippine american war from 1898 to 1902 president quezon died
in exile in the united states general douglas macarthur the son of general arthur
macarthur fulfilled his personal pledge to liberate the philippines at the cost of 100
000 filipino lives despite the fact that his role was unnecessary that the usa was
about to win the war with the atomic bomb about the author dr hilarion m henares jr
known as larry henares is a graduate of ateneo de manila university of the philippines
and the massachusetts institute of technology an engineer economist educator big
businessman writer civic leader public servant and hobbyist guns books amateur radio
and electronics he is a film maker who won the famas academy award for the best
documentary of the year he was a businessman who was awarded young businessman of the
year and the industrialist more inside
The Katipunan; or, The Rise and Fall of the Filipino Commune 1902-01-01 this book
includes essays of the narrative of filipino lives in the united states to provoke
interrogation of the conventional wisdom and a critique of the global system of capital
it helps in constituting the filipino community as an agent of historic change in a
racist society
1904 World's Fair 2004-08-28 josé protasio rizal mercado y alonso realonda june 19 1861
december 30 1896 was a filipino nationalist and polymath during the tail end of the
spanish colonial period of the philippines he is tagged as the national hero pambansang
bayani of the filipino people an ophthalmologist by profession rizal became a writer
and a key member of the filipino propaganda movement which advocated political reforms
for the colony under spain he was executed by the spanish colonial government for the
crime of rebellion after the philippine revolution inspired in part by his writings
broke out though he was not actively involved in its planning or conduct he ultimately
approved of its goals which eventually led to philippine independence
Beginnings of the Filipino Dominicans 1990 jos rizal s thoughtful essay in which he
discusses the nature of filipinos and life in his native philippines is presented here
complete and in large print the popular attitude towards filipinos in the late 19th
century was similar to that towards many other peoples subject to the colonialism of
european countries namely that the native peoples were lazy and not given to a work
ethic and thus guilty of a range of personal shortcomings and ultimately inferiority to
the europeans who colonized the philippine archipelago rizal enthusiastically combats
this notion by highlighting the circumstances hindering the filipinos the subjects
raised by rizal include the problem of negligence and graft in the upper levels of
governance the resulting mismanagement in public funds and hence lackluster development
the hot climate whose humidity induces tiredness at an earlier hour than the temperate
european climes and the prevalence of tropical disease are all cited additionally rizal
notes that many europeans be they working in commercial plantations the church or in
governance were guilty of indolence delegating many of their duties to low paid
filipinos instead rizal also challenges the dogmatic opinion that people exist solely
to produce goods and champions the notion that personal and familial happiness is a
greater priority than satisfying the desires of others as a human workhorse a striking
treatise with great relevance in the modern day the indolence of the filipino may also
be read as a tragic foreshadowing of the problems now facing the modern philippines
rizal expresses concern in the text that the problems he notes may snowball into
greater threats in the case of corruption now an issue of nationwide prominence for
filipinos this essay was correct
History of the Filipino People 1990 a companion volume to the cry and the dedication
this is the first extensive collection of carlos bulosan s short stories essays poetry
and correspondence bulosan s writings expound his mission to redefine the filipino
american experience and mark his growth as a writer the pieces included here reveal how
his sensibility largely shaped by the political circumstances of the 1930s up to the
1950s articulates the struggles and hopes for equality and justice for filipinos he
projects a new world order liberated from materialist greed bigoted nativism racist
oppression and capitalist exploitation as e san juan explains in his introduction
bulosan s writings help us to understand the powerlessness and invisibility of being
labeled a filipino in post cold war america author note born in 1911 in the philippines
to a peasant family carlos bulosan was one of the first wave of filipino immigrants to



come to the united states in the 1930s after several arduous years as a farmworker in
california bulosan became involved with radical intellectuals and started editing the
workers magazine the new tide while hospitalized for three years for tuberculosis and
kidney problems bulosan began writing poetry and short stories despite having little
formal education he saw his talent for writing as a means to give a voice to filipino
struggles both in the philippines and in the united states he went on to publish three
volumes of poetry a best selling collection of stories the laughter of my father and
america is in the heart the much acclaimed chronicle based on his family s battle to
overcome poverty violence and racism in the united states the cry and the dedication
carries on bulosan s passionate satirical style p e san juan jr is fellow of the center
for the humanities and visiting professor of english wesleyan university and director
of the philippines cultural studies center he was recently chair of the department of
comparative american cultures washington university and professor of ethnic studies at
bowling green state university ohio he received the 1999 centennial award for
literature from the philippines cultural center his most recent books are beyond
postcolonial theory from exile to diaspora after postcolonialism and racism and
cultural studies
The Filipinos' Fight for Freedom 1933 what happens to values and culture if filipinos
who live away from the country forget to remember them as they live out their lives and
if values were maintained which ones would filipinos not give up because they would no
longer recognize themselves as a filipino have traditions been important enough to
transmit to their children and would these children even value them from birth to death
to marriage and children to finding identity and pride pinay s women writers explore
the beliefs attitudes practices and rituals they drew on to deal with life s
transitions one of the filipino association of university women s fauw goals is to
promote an understanding of filipino culture this collection of lived experiences and
personal accounts of our women aims to contribute to future generations insights into
the different aspects of a pinay s life in diaspora perhaps you ll recognize yourself
in these experiences maybe you have your own tale to tell and if you want to share your
experience email us at fauw outlook com
The Filipino Americans 1999-11-30 a comprehensive history of the filipino people from
the pre colonial era to the present day quezon s book explores the challenges and
triumphs of the filipino nation its struggles for independence and its vibrant culture
and traditions with a keen eye for detail and a deep understanding of his subject
quezon offers a gripping account of the filipino people s journey through history this
work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Filipino Primitive 2017-11-14 unlike other conventional histories the unifying
thread of a history of the philippines is the struggle of the peoples themselves
against various forms of oppression from spanish conquest and colonization to u s
imperialism constantino provides a penetrating analysis of the productive relations and
class structure in the philippines and how these have shaped and been shaped by the
role of the filipino people in the making of their own history additionally he
challenges the dominant views of spanish and u s historians by exposing the myths and
prejudices propagated in their work and in doing so makes a major breakthrough toward
intellectual decolonization this book is an indispensible key to the history of
conquest and resistance in the philippine
The Development and Progress of the Filipino Women 1928 this harrowing tale by richard
brinsley sheridan tells the story of the filipino martyrs who were executed by american
forces during the philippine american war written in the early 20th century the
filipino martyrs remains a powerful indictment of war and the human cost of political
conflict this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Philippine History and the Destiny of the Filipino People 2017-05-28 unlike some other
reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as
this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images
such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these



images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there
may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy
History of the Filipino People 1969 first published in 1998 the philippines play a
major role in expanding the international filipino community through its promotion of
international labor migration filipinos can currently be found in over 130 countries
throughout the world as the first major work to conceive of filipino immigration as a
diaspora this study analyses the diasporic nature of filipino relations identities and
communities and shows how these transnational phenomena are socially constructed by the
everyday actions and activities of filipino americans instead of focusing on an ethnic
minority and its relation to its host society a diasporic perspective places emphasis
on the transnational relations created and maintained among that minority its homeland
and other diasporic communities transnational ties are evident in the movement of
people money consumer goods information and ideas diaspora represents a new and fluid
conceptual image quite apart from the usual coordinates based on physical location
territory and distance transnational relations and practices will continue to be an
increasingly important dimension of the filipino american community because of the
ongoing family based immigration from the philippines further technological advances in
communication and transportation the expansion of transnational capital and continuing
racism and discrimination all of which have made it necessary for filipinos in the
united states the philippines and throughout the world to create and maintain diasporic
lives and culture
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